COMMENCEMENT NOTES

Caps and Gowns

Academic dress represents a tradition which has come down from the Middle Ages. The scholars in the early European universities were clerics and wore robes similar to those of the monastic orders. The custom has been continued by American universities since colonial times, but in a uniform manner only since the early 1900s.

The standard cap is black. The tassel is also black, except that the doctor’s may be of gold bullion. A few universities provide a velvet cap for the doctor’s outfit. Undergraduates customarily wear the tassel on the right side of the cap, moving it to the left after conferral of the degree. While the usual color for gowns in America is black, certain universities permit the doctor’s gown in the college’s official color(s). The gowns show marked differences of shape depending on the academic degree. A doctor’s gown has three velvet bars across the sleeves and has velvet trimmings down the front. The hood, selected in medieval times to indicate the various degrees by its color, has remained the most distinctive article of academic regalia. The color of its lining is determined by the institution conferring the degree, and the color of its velvet border by the academic discipline of the degree: dark blue-philosophy; brown-fine arts or architecture; pink-music; white-arts, letters, humanities; golden yellow-science; copper-economics; light blue-education; lemon-library science; cream-social science; scarlet-divinity; sage green-physical education.

President Schutt wears a presidential gown of red and black, the colors of the College.

The Procession

The procession is led by the Faculty Marshal, Professor DeJuran Richardson, and Assistant Marshal, Professor Cynthia Hahn, followed by the Platform Committee, Members of the Board of Trustees, the Faculty, and Graduates. The Marshal carries a George III Sheffield plate beadle staff or mace, circa 1800, presented as a gift to the College in 1975 by Professor Rosemary E. Cowler. The Faculty marches according to years of service to the College. The audience stands as the Marshal passes and remains standing until the Platform Committee is seated on stage.

Flags

In addition to the flag of the United States of America and the flag of the College, we are flying the national colors of the countries and territories whose citizens or subjects are graduating today. They include the flags of Afghanistan, Albania, Armenia, Belgium, Bhutan, Cameroon, Canada, Cayman Islands, China, Columbia, Czech Republic, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Gambia, Germany, Ghana, Guatemala, Honduras, Hong Kong, Iceland, Israel, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Korea, Kosovo, Lebanon, Lesotho, Mexico, Mozambique, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, Palestine, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Serbia, Seychelles, Singapore, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Eswatini, Taiwan, Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, Vietnam and Zimbabwe.

Organ

The Rodgers all-digital organ is provided by Triune Music of Elmhurst, Illinois, 630-279-3535.

The Grace Elizabeth Groner Foundation was established by Ms. Groner, a 1931 graduate of Lake Forest College. She was a loyal alumna who highly valued her own college education and who cared deeply about Lake Forest College students and the community. Her vision was to provide Lake Forest College students with valuable service learning opportunities to encourage them to prepare for their careers and lives of service to their community and alma mater.

# Degree conferred December 30, 2021
≠ Degree conferral pending transfer of dual degree credits
* Work to be completed later
† Completed teacher licensure program
‡ Education major to be completed later
~ Master of Arts in Teaching licensure program to be completed later
SD Self-Designed Major
D Distinction in Senior Thesis
G Grace Elizabeth Groner Scholar
§ Senior Gift Donor

Honors in the major is indicated with italics

Please visit the College’s website at lakeforest.edu/commencement for highlights of the 144th Commencement ceremony, including summaries, speeches, quotations, and photographs. When posting to Twitter, use hashtag #lfgrad2022.
COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM

Prelude
Trumpet Voluntary in C
Henry Purcell

Academic Procession
Grand Marche
Allan Caron

(Please stand until the Platform Committee is seated.)

March from “Scipio”
George Frideric Handel

Trumpet Tune and March
Jeremiah Clarke

Welcome
Stephen D. Schutt
President of the College

Invocation
The Reverend Dr. Thomas Dickelman
The Community Church of Lake Forest & Lake Bluff

Commencement Message
Stephen D. Schutt
President of the College

Conferring of Honorary Degree
Stephen D. Schutt
President of the College
Doctor of Liberal Arts

Presented by
David F. Gorter ’80
Chairman, Board of Trustees

Senior Class Speaker
Feyisayo O. Adeyinka-Oni
Class of 2022

Conferring of Degrees
Stephen D. Schutt
President of the College

Presentation of Candidates for Degrees
Davis Schneiderman
Krebs Provost and Dean of the Faculty

Awarding of Graduate and Undergraduate Degrees
David F. Gorter ’80
Chairman, Board of Trustees

Acknowledgment of the Graduates
Andrea Conner
Vice President of Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Alma Mater

Lake Forest dear, our Alma Mater,
Thy praise we sing with heart and voice,
Thy Red and Black floats proudly o'er us,
While in thy glory we rejoice.
As stand thy brave old trees about thee,
Strong as thy lake's fierce waves in storm,
So stand thy children to defend thee,
While love in every heart beats warm.

Benediction

The Reverend Dr. Thomas Dickelman

Recessionals

March
Johann Sebastian Bach

Sinfonia
Henry Purcell

In Memorium

Wojciech Glowik, Class of 2022

The College would like to thank the following musicians:

Barry Wengen, Organ
Bill Braun and Phil Feo, trumpet, Royal Trumpet Works
Russell Knutson, timpani, Royal Trumpet Works
Bagpipes and Drums of the Emerald Society, Chicago Police Department

The College acknowledges with gratitude the hospitality of Ravinia Festival Park.

Please observe the following rules of Ravinia Festival Park:

- All vehicles must be removed from the parking areas no later than 2 p.m. Park gates will be locked at that time.
- Ravinia Festival Park is a non-smoking facility. There are designated smoking areas outside the gates.
- Food and drink are not allowed in the Pavilion. Bottled water is acceptable.
- Guests, including children, will not be allowed to roam during the ceremony.
- Climbing and standing on sculptures, sculpture bases, and garden walls is strictly forbidden.
- Please use sidewalks and refrain from walking on the grass.
- Out of consideration for others, please silence cellular telephones.

Please Note: This program is a ceremonial document. Official academic records are maintained by the Registrar's Office and reflected on transcripts.
HONORS 2021–2022

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Angela Philomina Addante
Allison Akins
Nina Astorino
Heather Atherton
Gwennethy Baker
Belinda Beaver
Margaret Olympia
Blackstone
Alec Casey
Kamila Aleksandra
Czerlonko

Jessica K. Day
Nathanial Dornfeld
Za’Tozia Duffie
Joshua J. Giaconim
Yanna Marie Glaspy
Jacob R. Goldwater
Daniela Heupel
Frank Janiček Pernamery
Josephine Klein
Erica Marie Knizhnik
Marcin Kopanski
Julia Donita Larson

Zacharias Leonard
Emily McCusker
Jeffrey Nebel
Mathew Norcross
Teina Ota
Audrey Paglia
Allison Pieper
Alec Jennings Pittman
Whitney Pleas
Nhu Hue Quach
Elizabeth Ramirez

Ricardo A. Rivera II
Amanda Louise Rosenberg
Enrique Salonga
Haley Seidel
Belle R. Tsetlin
Bradley Quenten Van Egeren
Anastasia Veretelnikova
Graeme Witte

PHI BETA KAPPA

Allison Akins
Nia Alfaro
Joy Joseph Asek Nnena
Romario Roberto Avila
Audrey Rose Grundy
Bailey
Sergio Bardesi-Texcocotla
Marissa Jean Barnette
Jaqueline Barrera
Mark Andrews Bogley
Kirsten Mary Britt
Melissa Bryan
Nolan Michael Carothers
Ruth F. Castillo-Espinosa
Yasmin Corrals
Anthony DerManuelian

Luka Dimitrijevic
Tebatso Tlou Duba
Emelia Johnson
Edmondson
Sydni Emerson Foley
Andrew E. Forrest
Dariana Gomez
Deki Chodol Gyaltsen
Joshua Hager
Matthew Hart
Alexis Heredia
RJ Hughes
Kelsey Aileen Iandolo
Hauzumi Ichikawa
Anna Indelli
EmmaClaire James

Sydney Hazel Johnson
Cullen P. Kane
David Keyerts
Bilal Khan
Hailey Kobski
Hannah Kobienia
Isabel C. Krupica
Thomas R. Lacher
Ghania Laeeq
William Lebel
Lena Levy
Jennifer Mabus
Denise Matowa
Jenna J. McCaslin
Mona McCormack
Carlie Michelle Mertz
Griffin Mitchell
Kyle Morgan

Isabella Nuño
Aoi Oyama
Alexandra Pavliková
Lillian Pinkowski
Kaihan Rahimi
Sophie Rasof
Hugo Saltjöblad
Riho Shirai
Jocelyn Soto
Olivia Joy Stensberg
Leomora Sutton
Katrina Lyn Topacio
Megan Marie Truman
Barbara Urban
Byan Philip Wang
Xinyu Wang
Caroline Warrick Schkolnik

Daniel Isaac Segal
Joy Shelton
Neeva Shrestha
Andrew Bryce Siren
Lambotharan
Sivasubramaniam
Delaney Rae Sjog
Rose Margret Sperry
Jamari Daniel Tansmore
Audrey Lauren Taylor
Jessica Teichman
Giovana Tellez Hernandez
Alana Tendering
Yekaterina Teryokhina
Cooper Holt Tomlin
Delaney Trail
Abigail Rae Tucci
Ilteris Kaan Turan
Cameron Turner
Fatima Umana
Majorsty Unoyo
Desire Immaculate Uwafor
Naluwako
Ensar Uzicanin
Hao Wang
Halea Victoria Wold
Nicole Zawadzka
Yixin Zhang

CUM LAUDE

Dipashna Acharya
Oluwafeyisoyi Adeyinkah Oni
Tomiris Aitzhanova
Jerreis Armando Azar
Alvarez
Thompson
Lauren Bowler
Maria-Jade \textit{Hiwa} Brown
Alexandria Marie Cantey
Matteo Castel
Jadyn Emily Castro
Max Cavallini
Herbert K. Chicalia
Chang Ching
Kele Cote
Edward Joseph Crummeys IV

Karen Gomez
Renee Gordon
Kiet Ha
Kyleigh Jaye Halter
Valdrin Halitja
Tenniah A. Hall
Aaron D. Helms
Jared Herrera Sanchez
Danielle Herreweyers
Yi-Jia Huang
Kealey Humphrey
Kristina Imshaité
Joey Jaquint
Dominic Johnson
Jasmine Johnson
Adriana Jovisc
Connor Keast
Zahid Arif Khan
Barry Khim
Leo Koenig
Sara Rose Kolb
Eva Korb
Michaela Sofija Kovacevic
Nathaniel Kregar
Alexandra Kulesza
Casey Alaibone
John T. Lenz
Sophia Barlett Levinson
Louis Angel Lopez

Sean C. Lucas
Bianca Pauline Mando
Sabet Aenne Mannarelli
Robert Ellis McKeon
Maksym Melnyk
Grace Ann Michel
Catherine Elizabeth Miller
Robert T. Mills
Kang Riu Min
Tara Rose Moorehouse
Kerry Mullen
Zahra Nadeem
Zarina Nahimi Najibi
Jazmine Marie Negrette
Olyvia Opsahl
Eric Palmer
Nicholas Pawlicki
Alexia Pickens-Dessouza
Tyler Preston
Aminesia Puri
Amy Jamee Quillin
Nada Reffat
Altina Rexhpi
Benjamin Peter Reynaldo
Amirani Johana Romero
Beltran
Hira Sadiq
Julia Salvey
Malcolm Patterson
McKinley Scheppler

Joy Shelton
Neeva Shrestha
Andrew Bryce Siren
Lambotharan
Sivasubramaniam
Delaney Rae Sjog
Rose Margret Sperry
Jamari Daniel Tansmore
Audrey Lauren Taylor
Jessica Teichman
Giovana Tellez Hernandez
Alana Tendering
Yekaterina Teryokhina
Cooper Holt Tomlin
Delaney Trail
Abigail Rae Tucci
Ilteris Kaan Turan
Cameron Turner
Fatima Umana
Majorsty Unoyo
Desire Immaculate Uwafor
Naluwako
Ensar Uzicanin
Hao Wang
Halea Victoria Wold
Nicole Zawadzka
Yixin Zhang

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Nia Alfaro
Joy Joseph Asek Nnena
Romario Roberto Avila
Audrey Rose Grundy
Bailey
Sergio Bardesi-Texcocotla
Marissa Jean Barnette
Jaqueline Barrera
Emma Baumgartel
Eric H. Benton
Grace Black
Mark Andrews Bogley
Kirsten Mary Britt
Melissa Bryan
Nolan Michael Carothers
Ruth F. Castillo-Espinosa
Yasmin Corrals
Anthony DerManuelian

Luka Dimitrijevic
Tebatso Tlou Duba
Emelia Johnson
Edmondson
Sydni Emerson Foley
Andrew E. Forrest
Dariana Gomez
Deki Chodol Gyaltsen
Joshua Hager
Matthew Hart
Alexis Heredia
RJ Hughes
Kelsey Aileen Iandolo
Hauzumi Ichikawa
Anna Indelli
EmmaClaire James

Sydney Hazel Johnson
Cullen P. Kane
David Keyerts
Bilal Khan
Hailey Kobski
Hannah Kobienia
Isabel C. Krupica
Thomas R. Lacher
Ghania Laeeq
William Lebel
Lena Levy
Jennifer Mabus
Denise Matowa
Jenna J. McCaslin
Mona McCormack
Carlie Michelle Mertz
Griffin Mitchell
Kyle Morgan

Isabella Nuño
Aoi Oyama
Alexandra Pavliková
Lillian Pinkowski
Kaihan Rahimi
Sophie Rasof
Hugo Saltjöblad
Riho Shirai
Jocelyn Soto
Olivia Joy Stensberg
Leomora Sutton
Katrina Lyn Topacio
Megan Marie Truman
Barbara Urban
Byan Philip Wang
Xinyu Wang
Caroline Warrick Schkolnik

Daniel Isaac Segal
Joy Shelton
Neeva Shrestha
Andrew Bryce Siren
Lambotharan
Sivasubramaniam
Delaney Rae Sjog
Rose Margret Sperry
Jamari Daniel Tansmore
Audrey Lauren Taylor
Jessica Teichman
Giovana Tellez Hernandez
Alana Tendering
Yekaterina Teryokhina
Cooper Holt Tomlin
Delaney Trail
Abigail Rae Tucci
Ilteris Kaan Turan
Cameron Turner
Fatima Umana
Majorsty Unoyo
Desire Immaculate Uwafor
Naluwako
Ensar Uzicanin
Hao Wang
Halea Victoria Wold
Nicole Zawadzka
Yixin Zhang

PHI BETA KAPPA

Allison Akins
Nia Alfaro
Nina Astorino
Heather Atherton
Audrey Rose Grundy
Bailey
Gwennethy Baker
Sergio Bardesi-Texcocotla
Belinda Beaver
Alec Casey
Kamila Aleksandra
Czerlonko
Jessica K. Day

Tebatso Tlou Duba
Za’Tozia Duffie
Sydni Emerson Foley
Andrew E. Forrest
Jacob R. Goldwater
Evan A. Hansen
Daniela Heupel
Frank Janiček Pernamery
Erica Marie Knizhnik
Marcin Kopanski
Thomas R. Laches
Julia Donita Larson

Jenna J. McCaslin
Emily McCusker
Carlie Michelle Mertz
Kyle Morgan
Jeffrey Nebel
Mathew Norcross
Teina Ota
Allison Pieper
Alec Jennings Pittman
Whitney Pleas
Nhu Hue Quach
Elizabeth Ramirez

Nicole Elizabeth Ramirez
Sophie Rasof
Ricardo A. Rivera II
Enrique Salonga
Haley Seidel
Belle R. Tsetlin*
Bradley Quenten Van Egeren
Nelli Vardanyan
Anastasia Veretelnikova*
Graeme Witte

* Elected in the junior year
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES  
2021–2022

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING

† Angela Philomina Addante
† Brian Bennett
†# John Bernin
† Annmarie Akua Buabeng
† Amanda LeBel Forshey
† Michael Sadove Frederick
† Vanessa Garcia

* Charles Marshall Heckman
# Kyle Naughton

MASTER OF LIBERAL STUDIES

Katherine Reilly Swee

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Dipashara Acharya  Communication
§§ Angela Philomina Addante  History
Oluwafesiayo Adeyinka-Oni  Economics; Data Science: Finance and Economics Concentration
Tomiris Atzhanova  Business
Allison Akins  Biology; English: Literature Emphasis
* Ashley Michelle Alberto  Business; Spanish
§ Mallory Hope Aldrich  Environmental Studies
* Nia Alfaro  Neuroscience
* Monia Alhelou  International Relations
* Luis Mario Alvarez Alfaro  International Relations; SD: Linguistics
§ Makenna Rhyian Anderson  African American Studies
# Nicholas Anson  History
Joy Joseph Aseh Nnena  Economics; French
* Nina Astorino  Psychology
Heather Atherton  Politics
Romario Roberto Avila  Music
§ Carlson Hassan Oluwaseyi Ayanlaja  Politics; Economics
Jerries Armando Azar Alvarez  International Relations; Asian Studies: Chinese Language Concentration
Audrey Rose Grundy Bailey  Environmental Studies; Spanish
D Gwennyth Baker  Communication
~ Marissa Jean Barnette  Music Education
Jaqueline Barrera  Philosophy; French
# Emma Baumgartel  Psychology
~ Gabriela Cortese Baxtrom  Sociology and Anthropology
Joshua Lee Bayless  Business; Politics
Belinda Beaver  English: Writing Emphasis
# Eric H. Benton  Finance; History
Claire Louise Biolo Thompson  Environmental Studies
* Grace Black  Biology
# Margaret Olympia Blackstone  Music; Business
§ Jaime Blanco  Computer Science
Carolynn Ruth Boatfield  Neuroscience
* Mark Andrew Bogley  History
* Damon Bonds  Business: Marketing Concentration
Lauren Bowler  Business; Politics
* Hailey Boylan  Business: Marketing Concentration
* Mireille Bradford  Art: Art History
§ Owen Alexander Brand  Business: Accounting Concentration
# Breanna Effie Brandlein  Psychology
# Kirsten Mary Britt  Psychology
§ Mars-Jaye “Hia” Brown  Psychology
§ Melissa Bryan  History
* Sarah Bridget Burchart  Biology
* Daniel Burke  English: Writing Emphasis
Connor Patrick Cahill  Politics
Jocy Cai  Biology
* Alexandrea Marie Cantey  Art: Art History
# Nolan Michael Carothers  Biology; Neuroscience
* Layne Hemingway Carter  African American Studies
# Cristina Carolina Casado Llobregat  Neuroscience
Alec Casey  Politics
* Jair M. Castaneda  English: Writing Emphasis

Berit Casteel  English: Writing Emphasis
Ruth E. Castillo-Espinosa  International Relations; Spanish
Jared Haley Castro  Psychology
Max Cavallini  Finance
Yuxin Chen  Art: Studio Art
Herbert K. Chicalia  Finance
Chang Ching  Business: Marketing Concentration
Zach Cho  Biology
Leslie Cisneros  Politics
Dylan T. Cline  Finance
Reed Connor  Biology; Neuroscience
Yasmin Corrales  Spanish; Communication
Kyle Cote  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Edward Joseph Crummy IV  International Relations; Politics
William Paul Cruz  Neuroscience
Kamila Aleksandra Czerlonko  Psychology
Izabela Czyzewski  Sociology and Anthropology
Sadiq W. Dabire  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Julia Davis  English: Literature Emphasis
D Jessica K. Day  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; French
* Maylana Je'home De Luca  Philosophy
Dega Demiri  Philosophy
* Mariia Denichenko  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Anthony DerManuelian  Finance; Data Science: Finance and Economics Concentration
Madison Faith Dermont  English: Writing Emphasis
Steven Matthew Dermont Jr.  Business: Marketing Concentration
Mohamed Diallo  Data Science: Computer Science Concentration
Luka Dimitrijevic  Data Science: Finance and Economics Concentration; Economics
Elyona DoBrod  Sociology and Anthropology
Samantha Doratowski  Sociology and Anthropology
Nathaniel Dornfeld  Finance
Imani Downer  Psychology; African American Studies
§ Tehatso Tlou Duba  Philosophy; Psychology
* Za'Tozia Duffie  Communication
§ Kathryn Rosemary Eckburg  Environmental Studies
Emelia Johnson Edmondson  Business: Marketing Concentration
Matthew Elitz  English: Writing Emphasis
Katie Marie Elms  Data Science: Statistics Concentration
Ilene Ericksen  Theater; Sociology and Anthropology
Luciana Maria Escobar Santacruz  Economics; International Relations
Sydney Lynn Esp  English: Writing Emphasis
Sean Tyler Espinosa  Communication
Anna Grace Evans  Environmental Studies
Dominique Sophia Evaristo  Sociology and Anthropology
Erica Simone Farfan Zarate  Business: Marketing Concentration
Jake Fiolka  Biology
Jacob Dean Fitch  Economics
Sydni Emerson Foley  Psychology
Tyler Foote  Politics
Andrew E. Forrest  Philosophy; Neuroscience
Samantha M. Foster  Philosophy; SD: Brand Marketing
Oliver Gallego  Data Science: Finance and Economics Concentration
Vanessa Garcia  History
Cheyanne Gardiner  SD: Design Art and Animation  *
Joshua J. Giacomin  Economics
Benjamin Giammariaro  Psychology
\$ Allison Rose Gilbert  African American Studies
Samuel Girard  English: Writing Emphasis
\$ Yanna Marie Glaspy  Spanish
\$ Madelene M. Glennon  Communication
Dylan Francis Glueck  Finance
Charles Stanton Jacobus Goddren  Communication
\$ Patrick Goldammer  Politics
Jacob R. Goldwater  American Studies
Dariana Gomez  Biology
\$ Karen Gomez  Biology; Psychology
Samira Gomez  Communication
\$ Renee Gordon  Economics; Computer Science
\$ Sandra Elizabeth Greco  Physics; Mathematics
* Ariana M. Green  Psychology
* Brett Grossman  Environmental Studies
* Deniz Gundogdu  Communication
Deki Chodel Gyalshen  Sociology and Anthropology; Business: Accounting Concentration
Kiet Ha  Finance
* DJoshua Hager  History; Politics
\$ Kyleigh Jaye Halffinger  English: Writing Emphasis
Valdrin Halitijha  Economics
Tirik Hall  Theater; Music
\$ Teniyah A. Hall  Theater; Business
Eleanor A. Hansen  Economics
\$ Morgan Harrison  Economics
Matthew Hart  History
David Heller  SD: Computer Science
Aaron D. Helms  SD: Film Writing and Production
D Alexis Heredia  SD: Digital Media
Guizunni Anthony Hernandez  Communication
* Mizraim Zahdiel Hernández Gavilán  International Relations
Jared Herrera Sanchez  Finance
Danielle Herrewyers  Biology
Daniela Heupel  Psychology
Kate Madison Hinds  Business
Noah Hunter Hirsch  Art: Studio Art; Politics
Chantelle Houareau  Business: Marketing Concentration
Tatum L. House  Philosophy; Environmental Studies
Rostyslav Krushetskyy  Finance
\$ Yi-jia Huang  Data Science; Finance and Economics
\# RJ Hughes  Computer Science
Kealey Humphrey  Psychology; Neuroscience
Kelsey Aileen Landolo  Psychology; Environmental Studies
* Hasumi Ichikawa  Business; Psychology
Kristina Imshaiate  English; Literature Emphasis
Anna Indelli  English: Writing Emphasis
* Grace Indelli  Sociology and Anthropology; Religion
* Damian Jackson  Communication
EmmaClaire James  Sociology and Anthropology
Frank Jánicek Permaney  Finance; Spanish
Joey Jaquint  Finance
* Eva Jarad  Communication
Dominic Johnson  Finance
* Jasmine Johnson  International Relations
\$ Sydney Hazel Johnson  Education; English: Literature Emphasis
Adriana Jovisce  Economics
Meghan E. Joyce  English; Literature Emphasis
Cullen P. Kane  Business: Marketing Concentration
Connor Keast  Biology; Environmental Studies
# David Keyaerts  Economics; Politics
Bilal Khan  Neuroscience
Talha Mohammad Sultan Khan  Biology; Finance
Zahid Arif Khan  English: Writing Emphasis; History
Barry Khim  Neuroscience
* Fletcher Kirke  Politics; Environmental Studies
* Joseph Klein  Economics; Psychology
Erica Marie Knizhnik  Computer Science; Finance
Hailey Kobeski  Education; Art; Studio Art
Hannah Kobienia  Biology
Leo Koenig  English: Writing Emphasis
\$ Sara Rose Kolb  Psychology
Sharona Kolesnik  Psychology
* Jennifer Komrska  Environmental Studies
D Marcin Kopanski  Physics
Eva Korb  Communication
Michaela Sofija Kovacevic  Business: Marketing Concentration;
  English: Literature Emphasis
Kurt Koziars  Sociology and Anthropology; Psychology
\$ Mathew Krizol  Biology
\$ Eli R. Kraus  Economics
\$ Nathaniel Kregar  Biology; Neuroscience
Jay Krivorchuk  Psychology
Isabel C. Krupica  Psychology
Alessandra Kulesza  Neuroscience; Philosophy
Manisha Kumar  SD: Business and Marketing Innovation
Casey LaBone  Communication
* Thomas R. Lacher  Economics; Politics
Ghiania Laeq  Sociology and Anthropology
Jaleesa Lalani  Neuroscience
Hanya Laman  Biology; Religion
* Zoe Rae Lance  Environmental Studies
Luis Fernando Landeros  Business: Marketing Concentration
Andrew Langelund Carrera  History
* Julia Donita Larson  Finance
Daisy Laxson  Neuroscience
Megan Marie Leadholm  Communication
William Lehle  Economics
* Connor James Leden  Finance
* John T. Lenzi  Business: Accounting Concentration
D Zacharias Leonard  Philosophy; Finance
Sophia Bartlett Levinson  Finance
Lena Levy  Psychology
Nora Lieb  Philosophy
* Henry Joseph Light  Business
Louis Angel Lopez  Sociology and Anthropology
Sean C. Lucas  Physics; Mathematics
Paulette Neema Lwande  Business: Marketing Concentration;
  Asian Studies: Chinese Language Concentration
# Megan Lyke  Education; English: Writing Emphasis
Jennifer Mabus  Business: Marketing Concentration
Bianca Pauline Mando  Communication
* Sabet Aene Manarelli  Chemistry; Art: Art History
Akil Manswell  SD: Film; Video Art
Kobez Marion  African American Studies; Communication
Denise Matowa  Finance
Stone A. Matthews  Business
Adia Michelle Lyda Mau  African American Studies
Blythe Avery May  Art: Studio Art; SD: Community Organization
* Mawadey Mayiga  Finance
* Evan McCarthy  History
Jenna J. McCaslin  Neuroscience
Mona McCormack  Business: Marketing Concentration
Emily McCuister  History
Alexandra McGreal  Philosophy
Robert Ellsworth McKeon  Finance
* Maksym Melnyk  Computer Science; Finance
Matthew Memolo  Business
* Carlie Michelle Mertz  Business: Marketing Concentration
Grace Ann Michel  Neuroscience
Catherine Elizabeth Miller  Psychology
Robert T. Mills  Economics
Sayre Elizabeth Milo  Art: Studio Art; Philosophy
* Kang Ryul Min  Business
* Griffin Mitchell  Business
* Andrew Moen  Music
* Andromeda Molzahn  English: Writing Emphasis
Tara Rose Moorehouse  Philosophy
* Kylie Morgan  Biology; Environmental Studies
Austen Mosbach  African American Studies
Kaitlyn Mueller  French; English: Writing Emphasis
* Maya Muenala Reed  Environmental Studies
Kerry Mullen  Biology
Kassidy Rein Muller  Psychology
Zahra Nadeem  Neuroscience
* Sara Rose Kolb  Psychology
Sharona Kolesnik  Psychology
* Jennifer Komrska  Environmental Studies
D Marcin Kopanski  Physics
Eva Korb  Communication
Michaela Sofija Kovacevic  Business: Marketing Concentration;
  English: Literature Emphasis
Kurt Koziars  Sociology and Anthropology; Psychology
Mathew Krizol  Biology
* Eli R. Kraus  Economics
* Nathaniel Kregar  Biology; Neuroscience
Jay Krivorchuk  Psychology
Isabel C. Krupica  Psychology
Alessandra Kulesza  Neuroscience; Philosophy
Manisha Kumar  SD: Business and Marketing Innovation
Casey LaBone  Communication
* Thomas R. Lacher  Economics; Politics
Ghiania Laeq  Sociology and Anthropology
Jaleesa Lalani  Neuroscience
Hanya Laman  Biology; Religion
* Zoe Rae Lance  Environmental Studies
Luis Fernando Landeros  Business: Marketing Concentration
Andrew Langelund Carrera  History
* Julia Donita Larson  Finance
Daisy Laxson  Neuroscience
Megan Marie Leadholm  Communication
William Lehle  Economics
* Connor James Leden  Finance
* John T. Lenzi  Business: Accounting Concentration
D Zacharias Leonard  Philosophy; Finance
Sophia Bartlett Levinson  Finance
Lena Levy  Psychology
Nora Lieb  Philosophy
* Henry Joseph Light  Business
Louis Angel Lopez  Sociology and Anthropology
Sean C. Lucas  Physics; Mathematics
Paulette Neema Lwande  Business: Marketing Concentration;
  Asian Studies: Chinese Language Concentration
# Megan Lyke  Education; English: Writing Emphasis
Jennifer Mabus  Business: Marketing Concentration
Bianca Pauline Mando  Communication
* Sabet Aene Manarelli  Chemistry; Art: Art History
Akil Manswell  SD: Film; Video Art
Kobez Marion  African American Studies; Communication
Denise Matowa  Finance
Stone A. Matthews  Business
Adia Michelle Lyda Mau  African American Studies
Blythe Avery May  Art: Studio Art; SD: Community Organization
* Mawadey Mayiga  Finance
* Evan McCarthy  History
Jenna J. McCaslin  Neuroscience
Mona McCormack  Business: Marketing Concentration
Emily McCuister  History
Alexandra McGreal  Philosophy
Robert Ellsworth McKeon  Finance
* Maksym Melnyk  Computer Science; Finance
Matthew Memolo  Business
* Carlie Michelle Mertz  Business: Marketing Concentration
Grace Ann Michel  Neuroscience
Catherine Elizabeth Miller  Psychology
Robert T. Mills  Economics
Sayre Elizabeth Milo  Art: Studio Art; Philosophy
* Kang Ryul Min  Business
* Griffin Mitchell  Business
* Andrew Moen  Music
* Andromeda Molzahn  English: Writing Emphasis
Tara Rose Moorehouse  Philosophy
* Kylie Morgan  Biology; Environmental Studies
Austen Mosbach  African American Studies
Kaitlyn Mueller  French; English: Writing Emphasis
* Maya Muenala Reed  Environmental Studies
Kerry Mullen  Biology
Kassidy Rein Muller  Psychology
Zahra Nadeem  Neuroscience
Jeffrey Nebel Economics
* Patrick Phanhsavanh Nelson Economics
E. R. Newhouse Music
§ Ha T. Nguyen Sociology and Anthropology
Mathieu Norcross Biology
* Isabella Nuño Psychology; Communication
Olaitan Ola-Busari Business: Marketing Concentration
Olyvia Opsahl Business: Accounting Concentration; Data Science: Finance And Economics Concentration
* Michael Raymond Ostrowski SD: Biodiversity And Natural History
Teina Ota International Relations
Aoi Oyama Sociology and Anthropology; Communication
* § Audrey Joon Paik Psychology
Eric Palmer Data Science: Finance and Economics Concentration; Economics
Priyasha Parajuli Communication; Business: Marketing Concentration
§ Alexandra Pavliková Psychology; SD: Social Justice
Nicholas Pawlicki Psychology
Tabitha Lanae Perez Art; Studio Art
§ Erik Christensen Persson Business
§ Devin Peters Psychology
§ Alexa Pickens-Desouza Neuroscience
Allison Pieper English: Writing Emphasis
~ Lilian Pinkowski English: Literature Emphasis
~ Alice Jennings Pittman Psychology
Whitley Pleas Politics; English: Literature Emphasis
§ Jessica Pope Neuroscience; Psychology
§ Madilynn McKensi Prude Psychology; African American Studies
Animesha Purvi Data Science: Finance and Economics Concentration; Economics
Nhu Hue Quach Chemistry; Data Science: Statistics Concentration
# Amya Jamee Quillin Biology; Sociology and Anthropology
Kaihan Rahimi International Relations
* Elizabeth Ramirez Psychology; Spanish
D Nicole Elizabeth Ramirez History
Angela Ramirez-Lopez Environmental Studies
Sophie Rasof Psychology
* Olivia Ray Business
Nada Reffat Biology
Emma Regina Remish Physics
Jeanie Resendiz History
* Kathryn Elizabeth Revord Theater
* Fatinda Resha Philosophy
Altina Rexhepi Business: Accounting Concentration
* Christian Reyes Computer Science; Asian Studies
# Benjamin Peter Reynaldo Biology
* Yalatza Reynoso Biology; Spanish
Anthony M. Rieck Business: Accounting Concentration
José Rivera Neuroscience; Psychology
§ Ricardo A. Rivera II Finance; Politics
~ Naqi Rizvi Physics
Andrea Robles Art; Studio Art
# Amairan Johana Romero Beltran Psychology
§ Kylie Y. Rosas Biology
Amanda Louise Rosenberg English: Writing Emphasis
Maxwell James Rowland Communication; English: Writing Emphasis
Donna Rwabuhemba Business; International Relations
Hira Sadiq SD: Digital Media Design; Sociology and Anthropology
Yisell Saenz Education; Politics
§ Enrique Salonga Economics; Environmental Studies
Hugo Saititer Jr Business: Marketing Concentration
Julia Salvey Communication; Sociology and Anthropology
* Natalie Schaffer Neuroscience; Biology
McKinley Scheppeler Neuroscience; Psychology
Kara Nicole Schoelen Communication
* Alastair Gwilym Scully Business
# Gordon Scully Business
~ Daniel Isaac Segal Music
~ Haley Seidel History
§ Leslie Serrano Economics; Sociology and Anthropology
* Elina Sharipova Business
Joy Shelton Biology
§ Emma Grace Sheridan Communication
* Tseko Abi Shetlan Data Science: Finance And Economics Concentration
*§ Michael Raymond Ostrowski SD: Biodiversity And Natural History
Teina Ota International Relations
Aoi Oyama Sociology and Anthropology; Communication
* § Audrey Joon Paik Psychology
Eric Palmer Data Science: Finance and Economics Concentration; Economics
Priyasha Parajuli Communication; Business: Marketing Concentration
§ Alexandra Pavliková Psychology; SD: Social Justice
Nicholas Pawlicki Psychology
Tabitha Lanae Perez Art; Studio Art
§ Erik Christensen Persson Business
§ Devin Peters Psychology
§ Alexa Pickens-Desouza Neuroscience
Allison Pieper English: Writing Emphasis
~ Lilian Pinkowski English: Literature Emphasis
~ Alice Jennings Pittman Psychology
Whitley Pleas Politics; English: Literature Emphasis
§ Jessica Pope Neuroscience; Psychology
§ Madilynn McKensi Prude Psychology; African American Studies
Animesha Purvi Data Science: Finance and Economics Concentration; Economics
Nhu Hue Quach Chemistry; Data Science: Statistics Concentration
# Amya Jamee Quillin Biology; Sociology and Anthropology
Kaihan Rahimi International Relations
* Elizabeth Ramirez Psychology; Spanish
D Nicole Elizabeth Ramirez History
Angela Ramirez-Lopez Environmental Studies
Sophie Rasof Psychology
* Olivia Ray Business
Nada Reffat Biology
Emma Regina Remish Physics
Jeanie Resendiz History
* Kathryn Elizabeth Revord Theater
* Fatinda Resha Philosophy
Altina Rexhepi Business: Accounting Concentration
* Christian Reyes Computer Science; Asian Studies
# Benjamin Peter Reynaldo Biology
* Yalatza Reynoso Biology; Spanish
Anthony M. Rieck Business: Accounting Concentration
José Rivera Neuroscience; Psychology
§ Ricardo A. Rivera II Finance; Politics
~ Naqi Rizvi Physics
Andrea Robles Art; Studio Art
# Amairan Johana Romero Beltran Psychology
§ Kylie Y. Rosas Biology
Amanda Louise Rosenberg English: Writing Emphasis
Maxwell James Rowland Communication; English: Writing Emphasis
Donna Rwabuhemba Business; International Relations
Hira Sadiq SD: Digital Media Design; Sociology and Anthropology
Yisell Saenz Education; Politics
§ Enrique Salonga Economics; Environmental Studies
Hugo Saititer Jr Business: Marketing Concentration
Julia Salvey Communication; Sociology and Anthropology
* Natalie Schaffer Neuroscience; Biology
McKinley Scheppeler Neuroscience; Psychology
Kara Nicole Schoelen Communication
* Alastair Gwilym Scully Business
# Gordon Scully Business
~ Daniel Isaac Segal Music
~ Haley Seidel History
§ Leslie Serrano Economics; Sociology and Anthropology
* Elina Sharipova Business
Joy Shelton Biology
§ Emma Grace Sheridan Communication
* Tseko Abi Shetlan Data Science: Finance And Economics Concentration
COMMENCEMENT NOTES

Caps and Gowns

Academic dress represents a tradition which has come down from the Middle Ages. The scholars in the early European universities were clerics and wore robes similar to those of the monastic orders. The custom has been continued by American universities since colonial times, but in a uniform manner only since the early 1900s.

The standard cap is black. The tassel is also black, except that the doctor’s may be of gold bullion. A few universities provide a velvet cap for the doctor’s outfit. Undergraduates customarily wear the tassel on the right side of the cap, moving it to the left after conferral of the degree. While the usual color for gowns in America is black, certain universities permit the doctor’s gown in the college’s official color(s). The gowns show marked differences of shape depending on the academic degree. A doctor’s gown has three velvet bars across the sleeves and has velvet trimmings down the front. The hood, selected in medieval times to indicate the various degrees by its color, has remained the most distinctive article of academic regalia. The color of its lining is determined by the institution conferring the degree, and the color of its velvet border by the academic discipline of the degree: dark blue-philosophy; brown-fine arts or architecture; pink-music; white-arts, letters, humanities; golden yellow-science; copper-economics; light blue-education; lemon-library science; cream-social science; scarlet-divinity; sage green-physical education.

President Schutt wears a presidential gown of red and black, the colors of the College.

The Procession

The procession is led by the Faculty Marshal, Professor DeJuran Richardson, and Assistant Marshal, Professor Cynthia Hahn, followed by the Platform Committee, Members of the Board of Trustees, the Faculty, and Graduates. The Marshal carries a George III Sheffield plate beadle staff or mace, circa 1800, presented as a gift to the College in 1975 by Professor Rosemary E. Cowler. The Faculty marches according to years of service to the College. The audience stands as the Marshal passes and remains standing until the Platform Committee is seated on stage.

Flags

In addition to the flag of the United States of America and the flag of the College, we are flying the national colors of the countries and territories whose citizens or subjects are graduating today. They include the flags of Afghanistan, Albania, Armenia, Belgium, Bhutan, Cameroon, Canada, Cayman Islands, China, Columbia, Czech Republic, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Gambia, Germany, Ghana, Guatemala, Honduras, Hong Kong, Iceland, Israel, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Korea, Kosovo, Lebanon, Lesotho, Mexico, Mozambique, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, Palestine, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Serbia, Seychelles, Singapore, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Eswatini, Taiwan, Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, Vietnam and Zimbabwe.

Organ

The Rodgers all-digital organ is provided by Triune Music of Elmhurst, Illinois, 630-279-3535.

The Grace Elizabeth Groner Foundation was established by Ms. Groner, a 1931 graduate of Lake Forest College. She was a loyal alumna who highly valued her own college education and who cared deeply about Lake Forest College students and the community. Her vision was to provide Lake Forest College students with valuable service learning opportunities to encourage them to prepare for their careers and lives of service to their community and alma mater.

# Degree conferred December 30, 2021
* Degree conferral pending transfer of dual degree credits
† Work to be completed later
‡ Completed teacher licensure program
§ Education major to be completed later
~ Master of Arts in Teaching licensure program to be completed later
SD Self-Designed Major
D Distinction in Senior Thesis
G Grace Elizabeth Groner Scholar
§ Senior Gift Donor

Honors in the major is indicated with italics

Please visit the College’s website at lakeforest.edu/commencement for highlights of the 144th Commencement ceremony, including summaries, speeches, quotations, and photographs. When posting to Twitter, use hashtag #lfgrad2022.